Defence Logistics
LOGNET TECHNOLOGY ADDITIVE MANUFATURING SUB WORKING
GROUP – INITIAL COLD SPRAY ROADMAP
Introduction
At the AdM SWG held at 1710 NAS Portsmouth Naval Base on 12 Nov 19 a syndicate-based
workshop forum considered the development of Cold Spray Technology for the UK Defence
Sector.

Approach
Utilising a road mapping template from the Institute of Manufacturing, a diverse group of
Military, academics, engineers, scientists and additive manufacturing specialists considered
the activities that would provide a compelling evidence base and informed justification for
the development of a UK Cold Spray Technology for the Defence Sector.

Application
This document introduces an initial Roadmap to operationalise the development of the
evidence-base required to inform future direction for the adoption of Cold Spray
Technology; this covers both the delivery and optimisation of associated elements of
Defence Support activity. The roadmap will also help inform, prioritise and drive related
RDA&E investment in addition to tracking, measuring and exploiting for Cold Spray
applications across the extended DSN.

RDA&E Roadmap
The RDA&E Roadmap was developed using industry road mapping templates and
techniques based on practices developed by Cambridge Institute for Manufacturing.
A range of MOD and Industry views were analysed, and the potential opportunities
considered from a pan-DSN perspective. A mixed group of Industry and MOD personnel
conducted the following activities:
Step 1 - Define the Future Value Opportunity Scenario
Step 2 - Clarify the current state
Step 3 - Establish the core path to value
Step 4 – Consider alternative development paths and options

Conclusion
•

Technology readiness is not a reliable measure in its own right when developing a
capability.
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•
•
•

To create a UK capability requires a sustainable market; Manufacturing Readiness1
may be a more useful and informative template to follow.
Demand across the Defence Sector alone may not provide a compelling case for UKbased Cold Spray technology and dual use across adjacent sectors, such as Energy,
Transport and Built Environment, should also be considered.
A UK-wide capability, as part of the Industrial Base supporting the prosperity agenda
and aligned with the HVM catapults, could represent a value for money approach.

Recommendations
It is recommended that:
1. UK MOD consider Manufacturing Readiness as a tool for developing capability
2. UK MOD establish closer working relationships with the HVM Catapults and exploit
the investment of other Government Departments
3. MOD seek to exploit co-investment opportunities, focusing its efforts where the
requirement is unique to Defence or where a clear value stream can be identified
4. The Defence Sector should articulate its business need to inform the market with
OEMs seeking to leverage adjacent market opportunities
5. The roadmap is further developed by a specialist cold spray community of interest2
6. The roadmap is used to inform and prioritise subsequent RDA&E activities
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Automotive Technology and Manufacturing Readiness Levels A guide to recognised stages of development
within the Automotive Industry
2
A Cold Spray SIG event with support from Naval Delivery Partnership is scheduled to take place at TWI on 5
February 2020
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Why do we need to
act?

Where are we now?
Other nations have developed Mg & Al cold
spray technologies
US and Australia currently apply techniques
and re-work some of our high value low
population items (Engines and Main
Assemblies such as engines and gearboxes)
The US have a Defence Policy for Cold Spray
but the UK do not
UK is getting left behind, is dependent on
others and needs to maintain an industrial
base

How can we do it?

What should we do?

Create a UK Cold Spray Capability to service
the UK Defence Sector
Establish the UK as the European Centre of
Excellence for Cold Spray
Promote the UK and support the Prosperity
agenda by developing:
• Training – to create the future STEM
workforce
• Equipment – invest in the physical
hardware to deliver Cold Spray services
• Personnel – attract the right talent to
maintain a leading edge in advanced
manufacturing
• Infrastructure – secure access to a
centre of excellence that can support
the UK Defence and other sectors
• Doctrine – develop the policy, use case
and CONOPS for use of Cold Spray in
Defence
• Organisation – understand the
organisation and how they will need to
interact to deliver the service
• Information – assure access to the
information to effect and certify Cold
Spray repairs
• Logistics – have a sustainable market
with secure access to raw material
Look across sectors to create a UK market
Work collaboratively across MOD, OEM and
specialist providers to share knowledge and
develop the capability
Cohere and exploit investment from across
government targets supporting UK Industrial
Strategy, prosperity agenda and Defence
Ambitions
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Where do we want to be?

How do we get there?

Generate list of Use cases

Series of ‘experiments
consisting of:

Test and Evaluate
Small scope activity

Use evidence base to
overcome blockers
Run pilot on real
platforms

Go live across
defence

Repair or Rebuild Decisions
Expensive to Make new Parts
Re-working Worn parts can be more cost
effective
Extending useful remaining life

Business case for
implementation

re
Protyp e Warfa

Understand
Discovery

Conduct experiments
across the Support
Network

Requirements Definition & Initial Cost Benefit
Analysis
Define the need – Make do and mend in a
resource constrained contested environment
Quantify number of parts and criticality of
parts across the MOD fleets that could be reworked with Cold Spray
Cost of repair versus cost of replacement
parts
Opportunity Benefits across the DSN

Understand where Cold
Spray repairs could be
applied:
Levels and Lines
Repair Time
Safety
Certification
Platform types
Materials

Identify current Capability Risks
Identify any capability gap

ate
Promote & Ed uc

Use evidence base
to educate and
increase K&U
across J1-9
Business case for
Cold Spray
equipment and
infrastructure

Babcock DSG
BATUK
RAF Spearhead
Ship MDP
WR Hull
Helicopter Engine &
Gearbox
Ship and Boat Hulls
Prop shafts and propellers
Cracks and Accident repair
Ground Support Equipment
Engineer Bridging
Engineer Supplies
Deployed Infrastructure –
simple shims example

Engineering Officer
Sign-off & Use

Available military systems; enabled
through effective, efficient and optimised
support
Increase FE
Availability

Repairing Forward to regenerate work

Reduced
Footprint

without long repair loops

parts and extend life of E&MA

Rework parts to extend life at fraction of
Reduced
Demand

Set policy
Create CONEMP

cost of new build
Battle Damage Repairs – get fit kit in

Reduced
Cost

Understand, define &
contract for access to the
required Information

hands of user without returning
worn parts to OEM
Exotic build combining new build
methods to embody new materials
in traditional structures

KUR
Outline Business Case

Priority Use cases

Demonstration and
acceleration of Quick wins

Shape, influence and
comply with Defence
Direction Policy and
Guidance

Rework fatigued areas and structural damage
using cold spray capability that is deployed
close to point of use

MTC-AMRC-TWI-SME-OEMS- Defence Collaborate, co-invest and co-innovate
Create the UK Cold Spray Supply Chain
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